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Self-Introduction

• Kwok Leong Tang 鄧國亮

• By train, I am a historian. (Ph.D. in History and Asian Studies, Penn 
State)

• Digital China Fellow (Fairbank Center) from 2019 to 2023.
• Lecturer (EALC) from 2021 to present, teaching courses on digital 

tools and methods in East Asian Studies.
• Managing director for Digital China Initiative from December 2023 to 

present.
• Self-taught practitioner in digital humanities and digital scholarship.



East Asian Digital Scholarship Series
(co-organized with Kathrine Matsuura)



Digital China 
Initiative 
Summer 
Workshop
(2022)



Tools of the Trade Conference 
(2023)



A series of generative AI workshops 



My daily job is to advocate for adopting
digital tools and methods in Chinese Studies.
Therefore, my perspectives about generative
AI are heavily opinionated (or biased).





Age of Discovery

New resources, new markets, Columbian exchanges, cultural exchanges,
slavery and slave trade, diseases, destruction of civilization,
globalization, the birth of the United States of America, the birth of
Canada, and the creation of the modern world……



What’s new after November 2022

• We had machine learning, deep learning, neural networks,
transformers, and large language models before November 2022.

• The most significant change that the ChatGPT brought to the public
was the revolution in human interaction with machines.

• We used to communicate with machines in two major ways: 
command-like interfaces and graphical user interfaces (GUI). For 
advanced computing tasks, we needed coding (or programming). 

• After November 2022, we started to communicate with machines in 
natural languages.



The use cases here aim to demonstrate the 
following two points: 
1.Simplifying Technological Adoption: Generative AI significantly 

reduces the complexity and lowers the technological barriers to 
integrating digital tools and methodologies.

2.Introducing Novel Methodologies: By leveraging the power of 
Generative AI, researchers can explore innovative methods and 
approaches, opening new avenues for analysis and interpretation in 
Chinese Studies.



Repeated tasks in research

• Formatting citations and references to comply with publishers’ style 
guidelines often requires a significant investment of time.

• Imagine completing the manuscript of an article, having carefully 
revised the footnotes and bibliography to conform to the style of 
Journal A, only to have the submission rejected. Subsequently, it 
becomes necessary to revise the citation style once again before 
submitting it to Journal B.



Multilingual
citations



We have the following books:

石崎又造：《近世における支那俗語文学史》（東京：清水弘文堂
書房，1967年）
林俊宏：《朱舜水在日本的活動及其貢獻研究》（臺北：秀威資訊
科技股份有限公司，2004年）
湯沢質幸：《近世儒学韻学と唐音 —訓読の中の唐音直読の軌
跡》（東京：勉誠出版，2014年）
劉元卿：《劉聘君全集》，《四庫全書存目叢書》（濟南：齊魯書
社，1997年）影印清咸豐二年（1852）重刻本
余英時：《朱熹的歷史世界》（北京：生活 • 讀書 • 新知三聯書店，
2011年）



Result from HUIT AI Sandbox (Model: GPT-4-Turbo preview)



Comparison

• Before the advent of generative AI, bibliographic management 
software such as Zotero and Endnote was essential for managing 
bibliographies. Additionally, custom citation styles could be created 
using Citation Style Language, or documents could be composed with 
LaTeX for precise formatting control.

• Now, We can utilize chatbots to format citations and references by 
supplying them with style guides and examples, all through the 
convenience of natural language commands.



A more complicated and innovative use case



We will use a very short example (the first two lines of a poem by the 
Tang writer Li He) to compare the well-established procedures of data 
extraction and text analysis and the methods now possible with 
generative AI. 

漆灰骨末丹水沙

淒淒古血生銅花

Amidst lacquer ash and bone dust in cinnabar sands
Chilling, ancient blood gives birth to copper flowers

We want to study the use of color in this kind of poetry using a corpus of 
10,000 poems over 200 years. We cannot do a close reading of so many 
poems.



If we want to use digital methods to conduct the same research before 
the advent of Generative AI, the following steps would be involved:

1.Building a Color Lexicon: We first compile a dictionary of all words 
for colors in the target language.

2.Pattern Matching with Regex: We write a computer program that 
uses “regular expressions” to match the items in the dictionary with 
the poetry. This allows us to begin a statistical analysis of color usage 
in classical poetry.

3.Addressing Implicit Color Meanings: Some words may not explicitly 
mention colors but imply them. For example, ‘blood’ suggests a dark 
red hue, while ‘cloudless sky’ implies blue. In these instances, we 
might need to apply machine learning or deep learning techniques to 
discern these implicit color references.



Machine learning and deep learning

1.Preparing a Labelled Training Dataset: This involves identifying sentences 
with color implications and labeling them accordingly. It’s a meticulous and 
time-consuming process but essential for training accurate models.

2.Creating a Testing Dataset: A dataset similar to the training set is required 
for evaluating the model’s performance. This ensures that the model can 
generalize well to new, unseen data.

3.Training the Model: With the datasets prepared, we can train a model to 
recognize implicit colors in the poetry.

4.Model Deployment: Once the model’s performance meets our 
expectations, we can deploy it to identify colors in classical Chinese poetry.



Visualization

1. Visualizing Poetry’s Palette: Scholars are 
naturally inclined to see a visual 
representation of the colors described in 
poetry.

2. Digital Color Mapping: Assigning digital 
color values to the color words is necessary 
for this visualization. While labor-intensive 
and time-consuming, this task is vital for 
bringing the poetry’s colors to life. For 
example, in the second line of Li He’s poetry 
which contains “blood” which implicates 
red. We can assign hex color code #710C04 
to it. 



Technical skills required
• Text Processing and Analysis:

• Proficiency in working with text data, including parsing and manipulation.
• Understanding of natural language processing (NLP) techniques.

• Regular Expressions (Regex):
• Ability to construct and use regex for pattern matching and text extraction.

• Programming:
• Knowledge of programming languages such as Python, which is commonly used for data 

analysis and machine learning tasks.
• Machine Learning and Deep Learning:

• Familiarity with machine learning frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch).
• Experience in preparing datasets, training models, and evaluating their performance.

• Data Visualization:
• Skills in using visualization tools or libraries (e.g., Matplotlib, Seaborn, D3.js) to represent 

data graphically.



Now, how can we do it with Generative AI?
We can do it with natural language prompts.
In this case, we are using GPT-4 Turbo provided 
by the Harvard AI “sandbox.”



漆灰骨末丹水沙，淒淒古血生銅花。

"Amidst lacquer ash and bone dust in cinnabar sands,
Chilling, ancient blood gives birth to copper flowers."













Please look at the following couplets by Li He. Close your eyes 
and imagine the scenes depicted.

劍如霜兮膽如鐵
出燕城兮望秦月。
"The sword is as frost, the courage as iron, 
leaving the city of Yan, gazing at the moon over Qin."



Could you please specify the ambient color of the 
scene you have imagined? Are the ambient color 
mentioned in the couplet?

劍如霜兮膽如鐵
出燕城兮望秦月。
"The sword is as frost, the courage as iron, 
leaving the city of Yan, gazing at the moon over Qin."





Language Learning

• Language training is an essential part of East Asian Studies.
• Generative AI may help in learning the language.
• Use case: AI language partners. 



The Dark Side



Hallucination, Inconsistence, Inaccuracy

• Hallucination has been a famous critic of generative AI since 
November 2022.

• Given generative AI's inherent characteristics, its outcomes may only 
sometimes be consistent.

• Many scholars stopped using generative AI tools as they did not get 
correct answers in the first trial. 

• Fun fact: the PRC laws state that "A book with an error rate of no 
more than 1/10000 is considered to have passed the editing and 
proofreading quality check. A book with an error rate exceeding 
1/10000 is considered to have failed the editing and proofreading 
quality check."



Possible solutions are prompt engineering, retrieval-
augmented generation (RAG), and function calling.



Privacy and Security

• All the state-of-art models are proprietary. 
• This exclusivity raises significant concerns regarding the privacy and 

security of personal data and user behavior patterns.
• Scholars doubt the reliability of the proprietary models in the long 

run. 
• Mutiny at OpenAI in November 2023
• Almost none of the proprietary models are available to the PRC.



Possible solutions are the development of open-
source models and the adaptation of large 
language models locally.



Bias and censorship

• Because of the amount of training data, LLMs’ performance in English 
outperforms other languages.

• There are intrinsic biases in the training data.
• Two cases for your reference:

• Academia Sinica LLM controversy in 2023.
• Qwen model’s responses to Chinese and English questions with “sensitive 

words”.



Evaluation

• Domain knowledge is unprecedently essential!
• Participation of experts in different disciplinary is crucial. 



Inevitable?



Thank you very much!
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